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York Gets A Grant
For H.S. Juniors
by Gabriel Ceron
President Milton G. Bassin
announced on Jan. 17 that the
National Science Foundation had
awarded a grant to the college that
will enable 30 outstanding high
school students to study at York
this summer.
The grant will be used to train
the students, who are of high
potential and from educationally
disadvantaged backgrounds, in
computer science, chemistry and
physics.
Dr. Frank R. Pomilla, Professor
of physics and Chairman of the
Department of Natural Sciences at
York, will direct the training
program. He will be assisted by
four other members of the York
natural sciences and mathematics
faculty, Profs. Duli C. Jain, Martin
Kelly, Eugene Levin and Peter
Scheiner.
The grant, valued at $16,257, is
only one to be given by the
Foundation to a college in the City
University or in Queens County.
York was one of the 120 In-
stitutions of higher learning
chosen to conduct these summer
programs from a field of 400
applicants. In addition it is also
the only college in New York State
given a grant to conduct a
program geared to students of
high ability but of disadvantaged
background.
Throughout the entire country
more than 4,000 of the nation's top
high school students will par-
ticipate in the foundation funded
programs.
Dr. Pomilla, has directed and
taught programs at York for
disadvantaged students for the last
three years. He said this "provides
a significant opportunity for
talented students with a deep
interest in science to study and to
work with scientists in a university
setting." He added that ap-
plications are specially welcomed
from students who are currently
enrolled in a High school which
offers limited science op-
portunities. In order for an ap-
plicant to be eligible he or she
must be completing the -junior
year, 3 years of high school math
.and either the chemistry or physics
course at their school.
Mr. Pomilla said he hoped some
of the students would attend York
in the future but he added that it
would be a pleasant side affect,
but not the program's "true aim."
photo by James Theodorou
Security on Our Mind
by Sam Mora
In the past three weeks, the
York College Urban Center was
robbed twice. Two typewriters, a
radio and a small amount of cash
was stolen. There was no sign of
forced entry in either of the
robberies. Mr. Ricardo SSffttago
the head of security at York stated
Campus to be Completed: 197!
by Adele Zylber
York College's plans for a
permanent college campus are
closer to realization now that the
architectural firm of Gruzen and
Partners has been chosen and
approved for the job. The
selection was made by a committee
made up of President Milton
Bassin, Mr. Raymond Pavia,
Campus Facilities Officer, and
various student and faculty
representatives of each academic
division. The firm was also granted
approval by the City University
and the State Dormitory
Authority, which handles the
financial aspect of the plans. The
college has already been con-
v . . '
fronted with demands from the
New York Traffic Department
which might interfere with the
already limited space available to
be built on. The only building
involved in the plans for the
permanent campus, the new
permanent Science facility, has not
been able to escape certain set-
backs.
Until recently, state govern-
mental agencies, such as the
Bureau of the Budget and the
Albany Board of Regents would
accept the school's submitted
Master Plan and space program
(breaking down of land and
building space into so many
square feet). This also prevented
the Governor from approving the
program. It was finally decided
that the college would give up 15
percent, of its building space
(including some temporary
facilities and some overpasses). It
was also decided that the Master
Plan and the space program were
in need of some revision (this is
presently being handled by the
firm of Taylor, Lieberfield, and
Feldman). After these concessions
were made, the program was
granted approval approximately
one year ago.
With approval finally granted,
the college had to set about finding
a highly competent architect for
the job. A committee was formed
sometime in October. It was
generated through Dean Bodi's
office. It consisted of members of
the administrative, student, and
faculty groups. According to
President Bassin, "We were given
Continued on page 4
"I believe it had to be an inside
job, it had to be someone with a
key."
The Urban center does not have
a permanent guard. The center is
checked periodically by a roving
patrol at night and on weekends.
Both robberies occured during the
weetend:~Mr. Santiago~iTas asked
the police to pay special attention
to the Urban Center on their
rounds. After the first burglary,
Buildings and Grounds resecured
all the typewriters and desks. As a
result, the thieves were not able to
take anything except for a small
amount of petty cash during the
second robbery. At this time the
police do not have any leads in
either of the cases.
There have been several changes
in the security system recently. The
number of men used to guard the
school has been increased. The
new men have been used to make a
new guard shift. Previously the
guards worked in two twelve hour
shifts. Now the guards work three
eight hour shifts. Before, the
building and parking lot were
guarded unitl seven o'clock, but
because of the new night session
all buildings are guarded until ten
thirty. There is one additional man
stationed on the third floor. The
fifth floor is locked after seven.
Anyone who has to use the fifth
iloor must see a special guard to
let them in.
The Humanities building and
the Montgomery Ward building is
covered by an internal guard
twenty four hours a day. The
Hillside Center and 160-08 is
patrolled by the same roving guard
the urban center is checked by.
York College has been relatively
crime free. York's btriidings are
fairly well secured and the police
have promised increased coverage
during the night hours. Mr.
Santiago explained several
methods to increase the security of
the Urban Center. The easiest
method would be to put a per-
manent guard in the building on
the weekends and holidays.
Another less desirable method
would be to take all the keys for
the Urban Center and to have a
guard let people in and out. The
guard would open the building
and lock it up at night.
Mr. Santiago is quite pleased
with the student-guard
relationship at York. He described
the guard's role as "to provide
security and to just make sure
nobody gets hurt." The job that
security is supposed to do is
defined by the Administration of
York. Mr. Santiago talks to the
Administration on different
situations and they discuss what
should be done. Mr. Santiago's
office is in room 009A in the main
building. His office is open to all
students all the time.
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Pandora welcomes your editorial comments in the form of
letters to the editor. Letters should be typed and must be signed
in full. We will try to publish as many different opinions on a
variety of topics as space allows. Address your comments io:
Pandora's Box. 159-07 Archer Avenue, Jamaica, New York.
Editorial: opinions expressed herein are not necessarily' the
opinion of the staff or of each of the editors, but rather the
majority of the editorial board.
Letters To The Editor
Army Discharge
To the Editor:
On January 24, 1973, the un-
dersigned will be discharged from
the US Army and soon thereafter
be placed once again in your
midst, dehydrated and
demoralized to 'take his place
again as a human being with
freedom' and justice for all; to
engage in life, liberty and a
somewhat delayed pursuit of
happiness.
In making your preparation for
my return and to welcome me back
into organized society, you must
make all allowances for the crude
and illiterate environment which I
have reluctantly existed in for the
past 23 months. I undoubtedly will
use too much southern accent like:
"ya'll, reckon, gonna, ain't, etc.,"
known as Georgiaitis which stems
from overindulgence with the
natives and living in the vacumn of
pessimism and a stupor of
stagnation. Don't fret over my
drawling southern accent, even
though it will be quite thick; it is
only temporary and in a very short
time I will be speaking English
again.
While in one of the world's
largest corporations, the Army (the
unqualified leading the unwilling
to perform the unnecessary), f
have develped other idiosyncrasies
which will take some un-
derstanding and underlying
perseverance. Therefore, show no
alarm if I prefer to squat on my
haunches instead of sitting in a
chair; insist on doing little things
about your house such as cleaning
the bathroom, mopping the floors,
washing the windows, or Gling the
walls. All this may come as a shock
but play along, in due time I will
return to being my "ole lazy self
again. Please show no alarm if I
prefer my meals from a can or
when 1 pour gravy on my dessert.
Mixing peaches with mashed
potatoes and noodles with my
cereal is another habit. Most often
however I will insist upon eating
out. Be tolerant of my habit of
shouting gems of grossness at
times which might warrant an
expression of dismay. You'll have
to excuse the way I answer the
phone with a "Sir" to whomever 1
may be speaking to. All these
characteristics result from daily
repetition and will be short lived.
All people that will come in
contact with me for the first few
months after my return should be
warned against the following
things in particular until 1 am once
again house broken.
a. Take extreme caution and
refrain from making any flattering
remarks about the Army and never
mention re-enlistment as this will
motivate convulsions of anger and
rage.
b. Be especially watchful when I
am in the presence of women,
notably young, beautiful and
voluptuous specimens, because
after months of seeing beautiful
women on the screen being wooed
by handsome men; I think myself
to be a master of the art. My in-
tentions will be sincere, but
probably dishonorable.
Remember, that beneath the
rugged exterior, there still lies the
heart of a civilian. Looking for-




US Army, Finance Corps
Black Organizations
To the Editor.
There "was a recent article in
Pandora's Box which asked the
question "Where are the Black
Organizations at York?" I cannot
recall any response to the article.
However, the article affected me
and I feel a driving need to
respond through the publication of
the "Black I." However I am
forced to do otherwise.
Just Doing the Job
The Urban Center on Archer Avenue is according to the York
demolition schedule doomed to oblivion by April 1. At that date,
all the people, equipment and whatnots will be moved into more
permanent headquarters. It can easily be seen that the amount of
time and difficulty which will be required to move all of this stuff
will be great. So'those friendly people who gave you York College
have come up with a brilliant plan to move the building.
It seems that the Center has been burglarized five times with the
latest one reported in our issue of January 29. In the front page
story, Mr. Santiago, head of security, stated that he felt that no
guard needed to be stationed in the building all the time. This even
after the building has proven to be an irresistible temptation to
weekend burglars who pay no attention to changing of locks and
periodic checking of guards. While we all decried this attitude, we
never realized that it was merely because Mr. Santiago was a pawn
of the administration in completing their nefarious plans.
In an effort to complete the demolition of the building, the
Center was paid another visit on the weekend of February 4-5, but
with little missing. We do not know where the equipment is going
and we do not even know who put in the low bid to contract the job,
but so far they can be commended for their fine work. It is still two
months to the projected date and even now the building is very
close towards completion. Even the typewriter that this editorial
was written on is the last of its type. And we don't know about
anyone else, but we're barricading the door because no one is
going to carry us away.
Time's Not On Our Side
York does not have an excessive number of students who
compete for positions of importance in York's Student Govern-
ment. When it came to the Student Senator Elections, only one
nominee in excess of the number of seats available applied for the
opportunity to be directly involved with the matters that pertain to
the policies of education here at York. When candidates for York
committees were requested, severajl committees did not receive
even enough applications to fill its entire student vacancies. The
Latin American Studies Committee received no students
requesting their name to be considered for committee work.
Students who did apply for an appointment for the most part
checked-off an additional committee or two in the hope of being
accepted oji their second choices, if not on their first. These
students received appointments to all the committees they selected.
Many students are serving on not one, but three or four committees
at one time and most of these students are Student Senators or
members of club activities. The decisions of the student govern-
ment at York is left up to a few individuals who have to find time to
fit in committee meetings. Many committees have decided on
permanent hours, the most famous one being club hours. It is hard
to attend two committee meetings and club meetings at the same
time.
Pandora's Box has a solution. Club hours are club hours, not
committee hours. Students should not be forced to choose between
committees or clubs. Specific hours for committees should be
designated before the term begins in order that both students and
faculty members who are interested in becoming members of a
specific committee can keep these hours free. Committee members
would be available to attend all meetings and supply maximum
student and faculty representation.
There is a very desperate need
for unification among black
students at York. This terrifying
feeling of apathy which has
seemingly become so deeply rooted
in the minds of so many, is sup-
possedly the major problem. Why?
Have we as individuals become
selfish and insensitive to the
enigmas of our people? Does the
word "organization" tend to
frighten us? Can't we understand
that a group that is organized is
valso unified?
My intention is not to give any
means of justification for the lack
of concern among black students.
I am neither qualified, nor do I
feel it my responsibility to speak
for any minority or majority of
black students at York. However. I
do intend to stimulate emotions. I
believe that it is a dismal and
disgusting plight when unity is
obstructed by the coldness that
many black students seem to
transmit.
Perhaps, part of the problem is
that many black students have
begun to place such high value on
material things. When speaking of
material things 1 am referring to
such things as appearance, social
standings, the company one keeps
and where one might live. It is this
type of attitude that encourages
disunity and it exists right here in
York College. The criteria' for a
successful organization involves
unified thought. A beneficial
organization allows individual
ideas on which agreements can be
reached. It has nothing to do with
the irrelevant judgments that we
made of each other through
material observations.
Many black students have lost
faith in the organization. Why? If
black students of York would give
every effort to support the growth
and progress of the organization,
all questions would be answered.
We know that unification
enhances strength; strength will in
turn enhance accomplishments.
So don't tell me that black
students at York are unconcerned.
Give me a more valid excuse. I
remember last year's edition of
"Black I" Journal and the
eagerness I felt while reading it. It
was refreshing compared to other
bits of literature that we were
compelled to read. There was
black creativity and talent in that
paper, which can soon be achieved
again. We have the talent; all we
need is the determination and the
power to succeed. The roots of a
tree are its strength. If the roots
fail, the tree dies. We rrmst work
with the roots in order to grow
effectively. The unison of an
organization should not only exist
behind closed doors at meetings
but in our classrooms, our
cafeteria and our lounges.
In conclusion, I'd like to in-
troduce a resolution, hoping that
we can make it unanimous. For
the coming year, I resolve that we
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Who Really Cares About Grades? Clearing The Desk
SSS33S333333333333333S33.
Whenever the subject of grades colleagues to maintain some type
comes up, the usual reactions are
tor students to get worried,
teachers to get defensive and the
administration to get silent. This
year however the administration
has not sworn to a code of quiet. In
fact, they have embroiled
themselves in a grade controversy
with both students and faculty
members for an action hat oc-
curred last semester towards the
end of the term.
A memorandum was distributed
to certain members of the faculty,
apparently many in the Social
' Science division, to the effect that
grades have been too high in the
past and that grading procedures
should be regarded with more
discretion. When students found
out about it, they made their usual
mistake and took it to the wrong
place. Bringing it to this
newspaper on two separate oc-
casions by two different people,
they expected the newspaper to
launch a grade battle against the
alleged perpetrator of the deed,
the Dean of Faculty, Lewis Bodi.
What the students should have
done (especially since they lacked
the infamous memorandum) was
to take it to the chief himself.
When high administration of-
ficials heard about the memo, they
expressed their lack of knowledge
regarding it. But it is without a
doubt that some type of message
concerning grading procedures
was distributed by either a faculty
or administration member.
Memorandums of this type are not
without precedent: a member of
the English department
distributed one last year amidst
the curriculum battles urging his
of required discipline in the major.
The problem with this recent one
was its implications.
While the faculty has never
regarded the grading issue for-
mally to our knowledge, it is clear
that they are concerned about it.
During this memorandum in-
cident. Father Joe McKeon who
teaches Humanitites met with
Dean Bodi to state his concern and
distaste with the message. Other
faculty members have flatly
declared that they will refuse to
comply with any pressures on their
methods of grading.
Although the Registrar's office
will not release the real number of
F's and X's that are given out,
based on the dean's list the trend
of higher grades has seemed to
reverse itself. While grades were
getting higher from 1970 to 1971,
the same has not held true for
1972. During the Spring semester,
1970, there were 57 dean's list
candidates plus 12 on the fresh-
men roster. One year later, the
number had risen to 158 on the
dean's list and 18 on the fresh list.
Proportional to the student body,
the percentages for these figures
shows a more than doubling from
a 4.6% in 1970 to a 9.7% in 71'. In
a 1972 study by Associate
Registrar Eugene Galtman and
given to Dean Bodi, it was shown
that the average index had in-
creased while the number of
failures had decreased. But those
figures were later disputed that
semester by a 7.5% showing of
students on the dean's list
proportional to the student body.
It is almost impossible to deter-
mine the rise or fall in those
> y Douglas Kennedy
figures since this year's dean's list
of 290 students who have already
graduated (93) or who are not in
attendance (16).
While the dean's list has
shrunk, however, there is still a
distinct possibility that grades
have risen. Freshmen have
remedial courses to take before
they ever enter the big leagues and
for the first year also have the
option of taking an X-grade. The
X-grade allows students taking a
course for the first time to receive
an X instead of an F. This X is
then disregarded when the student
retakes the course and passes. But
what often really happens is that a
student is allowed to perform some
outside work and is subsequently
awarded a D, without having to
repeat the course. Thus, in this
case, the failure is really an in-
complete and the student is
neither academically nor socially
penalized.
For upperclassmen, there are
independents, pass/fail courses,
and the Open Admissions
program itself. Itseems that since
the advent of O:A., the student can
often do less work or can offer
mediocre assignments, but still
being able to receive good grades.
Teachers surrounded by poor
students often overextend
themselves in the rewards they
distribute for clear ideas and
proper English. While this attitude
may often be subconscious, it is in
actuality a lowering of standards.
Students may be happier and
teachers satisfied, but what should
be realized is that there are people
aware of what is going on and
watching all of this very closely.
More on that to come.
Fun and Games in the P.R.C.A.
A bunch of the boys were
whooping it up the other day, and
in between rounds, the talk turned
to summer jobs and how most of
them were a total drag. I stayed
out of this line.of conversation for
the simple reason that I really love
my job in the summer, slaving over
the hot grass at Uncle Sal's
Summer-Cottage-by-the-Lake.
The cottage is officially known
as the Boathouse, District #2,
Queens, and for the past three
summers, it's been the scene of
love affairs, parties, injuries, and
hangovers too numerous to
mention. But let's get one thing
straight first: I work for the Parks
Department (now known as the
Parks, Recreation, and Cultural
Affairs Administration), not that
band of rogues known as
Restaurant Associates. You would
not believe some of the hate that
goes on between the average
seasonal helper and R.A.'s district
bigwigs. R.A. dispenses all of the
garbage, and eventually, the
parkees have to pick it up. That's
not so bad, but try to get some free
food with the big guys around.
Creeps.
Now to the actual job. Do you
know what a joy it is to rake dead
fish out of the lake in 95 degree
weather? Everyone should try it.
Or, how about being the only
parkee in a crowded playground
on a hot, muggy Sunday, and there
aren't any'basketballs to give out.
Things can get pretty rowdy. For
instance:
Public: "Hey man, gimme a
ball!"
Me: "Don't have any."
Public: "Shit, man, what the hell
kind of jive park is this, anyway."
Fun, fun, fun. Another good time
is to be had when you try to close
up the bathrooms at night:
Lady: "Opendedoorlgot
tagodabathroom."
Me: "Bathrooms are closed, lady.
I'm going home."
Lady's Large Son: "Open the
bathrooms."
Me: "Yessir."
Lest you think that I'm copping-
out, let me explain that this scene
usually occurs at about 9 o'clock at
night, and I'm the only uniformed
type around at the time.
Once every month, all of the
personnel must go through the
ritual known as the "safety
meeting." Parkees of every stripe
are herded into the Allied
Maintenance Building, and are
jammed cheek and paper stabber
into the locker room. There is a
proper interval while the General
Forman yells at the Foreman for a
variety of reasons. Than(ta-da),
Mike Lamonica, fearless leader of
District #2, General Foreman of
all he surveys, enters the room. He
speaks: "I'm glad to see all of
youse men here today (the fact that
we had all been threatened with
violence and sudden death doesn't
impress him). Foist of all, let me
address myself to the packer
(garbage truck) crew. Whaddya
mean, they're not here? Well,
when ya see um, tell um to wear
dere gloves and dere masks..." It
goes downhill from there.
Now we come to "the subjects of
weekends and the public. It
constantly amazes the members of
the Parks Department as to why
people would come to a park on a
hot, muggy day. Why the hell
don't they go to the beach? If we
had off, do you think we would
come to the park? You do? Dream
on... Things come to a head when
the toilet paper has to be replaced
in the ladies room. Now that we
have first aid girls at the ,
boathouse, it's a little easier. In the
old days, one guy would have to
station himself in front of the door
and stop the ladies from entering.
This is roughly akin to the Charge
of the Light Brigade in terms of
coming out alive. The other fellow
dashes inside, replaces the toilet
paper, quickly sweeps up, and goes
outside to collectwhat's left of his
fellow worker. The inside man is
usually quick; there's something
about a herd of sweating women
waiting to occupy your position
that puts wings on your feet.
If by this time you've gotten the
idea that Parkees don't like the
general public, you're right. The
general feeling is that if the public
and Restaurant Associates were
thrown out of the parks, things
would be a lot cleaner. Now you
might say, well then, you wouldn't
have a job, now would you? Listen
friend, the state the parks are in
now will take years to repair if the
people were kept out. That's why
this new commissioner, Richard
Clurman, has stirred some faint
wisps of hope. He wants to put the
Parks (Maintenance) division back
into the saddle. For the past few
years, the Recreation section has
been given all of the money, and
for things like Octoberfests, and
various other kinds of happenings.
While this is great for the
department's image, it doesn't
help to fix up the parks and keep
them clean. So, if you like the idea
It always happens that between
the last week of one term and the
first week of the new term, a lot of
things happen that are worth
commenting on. Look at what
happened this time. Two
Presidents dies, leaving this
country without a living President.
The Vietnam War ended, 47,000
lives too late, Governor
Rockefeller started anti-drug
legislation that is slightly un-
constitutional. These things
deserve comment.
Nelson Rockefeller is a complex
and confusing man. At different
times during his career, he has
been toasted by both the left and
right wings of the Republican
party. Last year, he was respon-
sible for some absolutely horrible
budget cuts in many programs,
and is constantly engaged in an
effort to destroy much of what the
City University stands for. At the
same time, the Governor vetoed
two bills of great political import,
the repeal of the current state
abortion laws in favor of the old
ones, and the bill that would have
cut off all funding for the Forest
Hills Housing Project, and any
other scatter site project. Most of
the current crop of liberal
Republicans became Republicans
because of what Rockefeller once
represented. In spite of this, many
of the people who booed the
Governor in San Francisco in 1964
now consider him a viable can-
didate in 1976.
Governor Rockefeller addressed
the State Legislature a few weeks
ago. In his speech, he revealed that
his small scale anti-drug programs
had been a failure, a fact which
had been privileged information
up to now. Out of apparent
desperation over his "failures,"
Rockefeller proposed stiff new
penalties for those convicted for
pushing drugs. If convicted, you're
up the river for the remainder of
your life. Since that speech, the
Governor has trotted out sup-
porter after supporter, each
praising Rocky and damning all
who dare oppose him.
Rockefeller's gall is only ex-
ceeded by his naivety of the
matter. A blanket life sentence for
all pushers would not be a solution
to the drug epidemic, nor, I
suspect, would it even begin to
make a dent into it. Other
problems would be inevitable. The
first would be what Rockefeller
considered to be a pusher. At a
press conference, one reporter
asked the Governor if he was
caught passing on a miniscule
amount of some narcotic to a
friend, would he be considered a
pusher? "You got it," Rockey
answered. Think about it, Yorkies.
If you're ever caught passing a
roach to a friend down in the caf, it
could be an unbreakable lifetime
lease on a cell in the big house. If
your parents lend a diet pill, or a
no-doz pill, or even some cough
medicine with codinene in it
(remember what's in all of that
stuff), they could get life for that.
There's also a question of
constitutionality here. Consider
the eighth amendment: "—...nor
cruel or inhuman punishments
inflicted..." Now does that mean
except for kids who had a few
grams of marijuana on them? A
man convicted for murdering 25
people can get out within ten
years, but if you have a little bit of
grass on you, forget it. It's Sing
Sing or Attica, or some other
by Joe
garden spot for you. What's Rocky
going to do next? Bring back
debtor's prison? (although con-
sidering who his brother is...—)
The most important question to
be answered is what effect
Rockefeller's jail sentence
program would have on the selling
or usage of drugs, whatever they
are (in his haste, the Governor
neglected to say which drugs
would rate life, or if all of them
would. Typical of the guv.) Would
it reduce the usage? Would it have
any effect at all? In all likelihood,
no. If someone really needs to
make a connection, he'll make it
come hell, high water, or Nelson
Rockefeller. Just because a stiffer
law is on the books, it doesn't
mean that anything else will
change. You still have to catch the
people.
One of the fallacies of
Rockefeller's speech is that it
seemed to say that an ex-
traordinary amount of money had
been expended in order to cure the
drug problem. Yet, when one
considers the financial problems
most anti-drug problems have
had, it doesn't seem like much.
Most are on a small scale, and the
others are hampered by budget
cuts by you-know-who.
It seems that in his search for a
solution to the problem,
Rockefeller has neglected all of the
possible answers, while ap-
proaching a bombs-away ap-
proach towards mostly the small
time pushers. Granted, a stronger
line should be taken towards some
pushers, particularly The French
Connection types. However, a
greater effort is required with the
rehabilitation of addicts, as well as
an anti-drug to get to the people
before the pushers do.
It also seems that Rockefeller's
attitude towards the enforcement
of these laws, at least, is right out
of Dragnet. Never mind that drug
addiction won't be cured by
Rockefeller's laws. Never mind
that little children will still
discover drugs with the laws. Just
lock up the pushers you catch, and
flash badge 714. But what else will
happen? What will these laws do,
except to lock up a few people?
L.B.J.
A few words here about Lyndon
Johnson. By now practically every
magazine, newspaper, and net-
work has had a huge amount of
things about L.B.J., and
everything that ever happened to
him. So allow me to just say this.
Lyndon Johnson was a man who,
whether or not he was pushed,
made some horrible mistakes in
Vietnam that will affect this
country for generations. At the
same time, though, he was a man
who initiated more social reform
programs than any other
American President, with the
exception of Franklin Roosevelt.
As much as I despised and worked
against Johnson in his time in the
White House because of Vietnam,
I only have to look at Nixon to see
what we're missing. If it wasn't for
Vietnam and the Dominican
Republic, there would be little
question as to Johnson's greatness.
However, those episodes will be
with him in death as much- as they
were in life. A frequent cliche used
in evaluating programs, conflicts
and people is "let history judge."
Here is a case where it will really
apply-
of a clean park, drop a line or
make a phone call to the
Department. You would not
believe the weight one of these
things carries.
I think that now I had better
explain the Uncle Sal's Summer-
Cottage-by-the-Lake line. The
foreman of the Boathouse area is
Papa Sal Genova, and a fine broth
of a boy he is. While we have yet to
see him do any physical work, we
don't mind an awful lot. Before he
became a foreman, he was a
laborer in Baisley Park for 8 years.
He done paid his dues.
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News Flash
CUNY Exposes Self Rocky Cuts Budget
Women employees of the City
University of New York are the
victims of sex discrimination in
hiring, promotion and salary
determination, according to a
report released yesterday by a
committee appointed a year ago by
CUNY Chancellor Robert J.
Kibbee.
The study, presented to Dr.
Kibbee last week by the Chan-
cellor's Advisory Committee on the
Status of Women, is now being
reviewed by members of the Board
of Higher Education. It contains
37 proposals, all in resolution
form, recommending actions to be
taken by CUNY to demonstrate its
"fundamental concern for the
status of women."
Chairperson of the nine-
member committee is Professor
Marilyn Gittell of Queens College.
The other committee members are
Blanche D. Blank, Irene Im-
pellizzeri, Zelda Jonas, Ann
Marcus, Sylvia Martin, Virginia
Sexton, Patricia Stonewall and
Elizabeth Wickenden. All except
Ms. Jonas are members of the
CUNY faculty. She is an attorney
who has been active in the
National Organization for
Women. Katherine Klotzburger
served as'project director of the 10-
month study. The committee held
two public hearings and has met
with representatives of employee
and women's rights organizations
throughout the 20-campus CUNY
system.
The committee's research
revealed that CUNY is fraught
with sex-typing of educational and
occupational categories. It is
therefore, according to the report,
unable to provide a full range of
opportunities to its students or
employees regardless of sex.
Following are some of the
highlights of the study.
- Given the huge growth of the
City University system during the
past decade, women have not
obtained an equitable share of the
expanded CUNY employment. In
most cases increased proportions
of women have been only in the
lower job titles, jn some cases the
percentage of female represen-
tation has markedly deteriorated.
For example: over the past six
years the number of associate
deans at senior colleges increased
from four to 22. In 1965-66 women
held half of these positions. In
1971 they held only 18 percent of
them.
- Never in its history has there
been a woman chancellor or vice
chancellor of CUNY. Only one
woman ever held the position of
university dean. At this time only
one of 20 college presidents is a
woman. Of the 49 persons who
have served as CUNY college
presidents since 1939 only five
have been women and two of those
were acting presidents.
- During 1971-72 there were no
female full deans of faculty and
only 8% of all CUNY college deans
were women. During the com-
mittee's 10-year survey period two-
thirds of the CUNY colleges had
no female serving as full dean.
When women are found in middle-
level administrative positions, the
survey noted, these tend to reflect
sex stereotypes - such as a dean of
nursing - or to lack policy-making
influence.
- In non-faculty administrative
titles the same pattern follows.
CUNY's administrative category
of Higher Education Officer
showed only 5 percent of the top
ranks filled by women. There are
no women registrars or business
managers in any of the university's
colleges. The report notes that, as
with faculty, CUNY had numerous
opportunities to place women in
high administrative titles during
its accelerated expansion of recent
years but failed to do so. While
barely maintaining their per-
centage representation in ad-
ministrative titles during the past
decade, in some cases the
proportion of women actually
declined. Where female
representation has increased, it
was primarily in the lower job titles
of each job category.
- Within CUNY's supportive
staff sexual segregation is
prevalent. Of 82 classified titles,
about half are totally segregated
by sex: 30 are all male (e.g., ar-
chitect, executive chef, motor
vehicle operator, engineer) and
nine are all female (e.g., staff
nurse, head cashier, waitress,
secretary, hostess, dietician). All of
the latter are lower paid oc-
cupations.
- Women comprise 32% of
CUNY's faculty but are
distributed unevenly, most (59%)
clustered in non-tenure bearing
titles.
- Women are rarely hired at
senior faculty levels. Among men
faculty members at CUNY, 14
percent were initially appointed as
associate or full professors; among
women the percentage hired at
those ranks drops to 7%. In 1971
no women were hired at the rank
of full professor while 43 men were
hired at that rank.
- Overall women faculty
members earn less than their male
counterparts at the same rank and
with equal qualifications. The
study indicated that women were
not receiving equal pay for equal •
faculty work. Average salaries of
men in all of the disciplines at
those CUNY senior colleges that
were analyzed were higher than
those of women in the same
groups. In the disciplines of
psychology, philosophy, political
science and education women were
the lowest paid faculty members.
A "hiring census" compiled by the
committee of the most recent
academic year corroborated salary
discrimination based upon sex. It
showed that, on the average, men
appointed to CUNY faculty
positions for the 1971-72 academic
year were paid more than women
in the same titles. For example,
female associate professors at the
senior colleges received an average
salary that was $1,320 below men
at that rank. Similarly, female
instructors were $2,838 below male
instructors..
- Women are virtually excluded
from faculty decision making
positions. Only 18% of CUNY
college department chairpersons
are women. Throughout most of
CUNY, department chairpersons
are elected by fellow faculty
members. At the university's
Graduate School, however, where
executive officers are appointed,
the committee found that women
in those positions declined from a
high of 7% when the school first
started to none during the past two
academic years. This decline
occurred while the number of
doctoral programs doubled.
- The committee also found sex-
stereotyping of women students at
CUNY. Nearly three-fourths of all
undergraduate women at senior
colleges major in programs with
90% or greater female enrollment.
The remaining one fourth are
divided 3:1 among mixed and
male-dominated programs.
- Women students are not
gaining access to male identified
fields, according to the study. For
example, the committee's data on
degrees awarded shows the per-
centage of women earning the
bachelor of business ad-
ministration degree has declined
Governor Rockefeller 's
proposed 1973-74 operating
budget for the City University of
New York is "clearly inadequate,"
according to the chairman of the
Board of Higher Education. Dr.
Luis Quero-Chiesa, BHE chair-
man, made that charge last night
following a report on the gover-
nor's fiscal proposal by CUNY
Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee to the
22-member board.
Dr. Quero-Chiesa said that the
State Executive Budget unveiled in
Albany last week would "seriously
jeopardize the university's Open
Admissions Program." Citing
studies by the State Legislature,
the Regents, the American Council
on Education and internal
academic evaluations by CUNY
administrators, the board
chairman asserted, "Every ob-
jective audit has demonstrated
that the success of open ad-
missions is directly dependent
upon adequate remedial services
being made available to the
educationally disadvantaged
students who come to our colleges.
Instead, the governor's budget
would force cutbacks upon what
are already inadequate levels of
academic support."
According to Dr. Quero-Chiesa,
the CUNY budget proposal
certified last month by Mayor
Lindsay is "anything but lavish."
The BHE chairman noted that the
board had requested funding for
the university during the 1973-74
academic year on the basis of
approximately $2,700 per ad-
ditional student expected. He said,
"Our request is in line with the per
student costs at State University
and major private universities in
the state. The, mayor cut our
request to 51,600 and now the
governor is reducing that meager
amount to less than $100 per
additional student."
Dr. Quero-Chiesa said that the
university's case for restoration of
funds will be brought before the
legislative leadership and
members of both houses in
Albany. "We are optimistic about
winning restoration," he declared,
"because the members of the
legislature, especially those from
the New York City area, tend to
understand the unique and im-
portant mission of City University
in terms of what it is ac-
complishing for families in their
communities.
The board chairman said
another factor in the BHE's effort
to win CUNY fund restoration is
the "wide disparity between the
fiscal treatment proposed by the
governor for State University and
City University." He pointed out
that the net enrollment rise at the
senior colleges of SUNY next year
will be approximately 7,500
students and the governor has
recommended a $43 million in-
crease in state funds for State
University. In contrast, the net
enrollment growth at CUNY
senior colleges will be ap-
proximately 13,600 for which the
governor is proposing a $40
million increase, half of which
would come from New York City
tax levies. Virtually all of this
proposed increase will be absorbed
bv mandated cost increases.
at CUNY. During the same period
women made up less than 1% of
those awarded bachelor of
engineering degrees.
- CUNY's career expectations
for women students, as reflected in
brochures used for admission
counseling, are overtly sex-biased
in their portrayal of available
opportunites. They picture female
nurses and secretaries, male
engineers, with no apparent effort
to encourage undergraduate
women to study and work outside
sex-stereotyped majors.
- Distribution of financial aid to
graduate students also showed an
anti-female bias, the study found.
Women in graduate programs face
more restricted access to financial
aid than men. Financial aid for
CUNY graduate students showed
women averaging $1,000 per year
less than men.
-The committee found that
CUNY followed the national
pattern in the high proportion of
secretarial positions filled by
women. It found no provision for




The report details a wide variety
of CUNY practices which the
committee found to be prejudicial
toward women. Failure of college
Affirmative Action plans. ,tp
seriously relate to these problems
was of particular concern to the
committee. Its 37 recom-
mendations to the chancellor are
directed at changes in university
policies and procedures which
would provide greater equity for
women at CUNY.
According to Dr. Gittell, "The
committee is convinced that
implementation of its recom-
mendations will benefit not only
the women at CUNY but the entire
university community."
Prison Architects To Design York Campus
Continued from page 1
a list of eleven approved ar-
chitectural firms by the City
University. These eleven were
interviewed by the committee at
the university offices on 80th
Street." Half-hour presentations
were made by each firm. "We
then," continued President Bassin,
"examined their brochures and
publications. After these in-
terviews, the committee decided
there were five or six architects
whose work we ought to see."
As a result, representatives of
the committee made two trips to
several universities in order to
examine the actual productions of
several of the architects. The first
trip was made to the University of
Buffalo, the University at
Genaceo, and Rochester Institute
of Technology. "The group then
travelled to the New York Institute
of Technology and Stonybrook.
"We met with the presidents of the
institutions," stated President
Bassin, "and with their campus
facilities officers so that we got a
pretty good idea as to how well
satisfied they were with the work."
The committee also visited the
offices of several firms under
consideration, all of which were
located in Manhattan. The
committee met once again to
discuss recommendations. "In
total," stated Mr. Raymond Pavia,
"there were about ten meetings of
the committee." Through general
agreement they recently decided
upon the firm of Gruzen and
Partners. According to President
Bassin, "They have an excellent
reputation. They completed two
large buildings at Stonybrook and
have had much experience with
universities. They have a good
office and are highly regarded in
the architectural field." The City
University and the State Dor-
mitory .Authority, which handles
the contract, were both highly
satisfied with the selection and
gave their approval.
At present, the City University is
negotiating a contract with an
architectural firm. The University
wants an estimation of cost and
decision by March 1. Preliminary
(small scale) drawings will then be
produced according to the
educational program. The
drawings will then be made into
working (large scale, detailed)
drawings. At the same time,
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s ( c o n t r a c t
documents) will be sent out to
construction companies. These
companies will study the
documents and produce cost
estimations. Bids will be opened
and the low bidder will get the
contract. All this will take about
two years. "The first buildings,"
predicted President Bassin,
"should be up around 1977."
But problems have already
developed on the campus site.
Originally, the site was to consist
of 50 acres of land, but according
to Mr. Raymond Pavia, there are
"three cemeteries, a gas tank
(which won't be coming down
soon) and a number of institutions
which must remain." This gives
the college around eight or nine
acres, or one "superblock" as
President Bassin puts it to actually
build on. The New York Traffic
Department is now trying to use
some of this limited land area for
its own benefit.
They have more or less
demanded that New York
Boulevard be widened to 80 feet
(while the underpass on it is only
44 feet), several streets be
reopened, which would run
through the planned athletic field,
and straighten several streets on
Liberty Avenue. They have also
placed the new subway route
running right through the middle
of the campus. In order to have
room for subway ventilators, they
have also decided that 160th Street
should also be widened. The
college has been fighting most of
their demands. The college has
argued that the widening of New
York Boulevard would lead to the
creation of several new bus routes
which would cause heavy traffic
congestion. The college offered the
alternative of strategically placed
turn outs (widened street corners
which busses could use as turning
points), but the Traffic Depart-
ment rejected this proposal. The
wide crossing area would also
provide a traffic hazard. The
college has agreed to several minor
changes, such as the straightening
of certain streets on Liberty
Avenue. According to President
Bassin, "We cannot permit any
group to impinge on the one area
we have to build on." Negotiations
occurring at the present time are
expected to end with decisions in
favor of the college.
The only building now under
construction, the new science
facility, has also received its share
of problems. Several construction
strikes during the summer placed
the completion date way behind
schedule. It was originally
scheduled to open in April, 1973.
"At this pace," the President
stated, "it should be open by
Spring, 1974." President Bassin
went on to state, "whenever you
have construction you always run
into problems such as strikes. We
try to overcome problems as they
arise." As of now, all problems
involved in the construction of the
new facility have been resolved and
construction is proceeding.
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Swapping Billys for Books
York Programs
by Gabriel Ceron
The start of the spring semester
marked the start of a unique
program whereby patrolmen from
the Jamaica 103rd Precinct are
taking classes here at York.
The program piloted by the men
themselves and implemented by
the D Division of Continuing
Education at York, is part of the
school's attempt to bring the
academic and working com-
munities of Jamaica together.
The two men most responsible
for bringing the program into
being are Dean William S. Sutton,
and Patrolman Phil Mooney of the
103rd, who are both excited about
making it work.
The officers are taking English
and Sociology courses and the
hope is that they will go on for
more creating in effect a mini John
Jay College for Criminal Justice in
Queens. The courses taught by Dr.
Pat Franko of the English
Department, and Dr. Michael
Givant of Social Sciences, are given
in the morning and in the late
afternoon on Wednesdays, so as to
enable the students to switch
classes with their respective shifts
as patrolmen.
It is hoped that upon com-
pleting this program some officers
will enroll in the Extended day
program and then on for a CUNY
Baccalaurette PA Degree.
The CUNY Baccalaurette
Program is designed to meet the
needs of individuals to whom
traditional education is not
relevant. This program has not
been publicized a great deal
because of the certain avalanche
reaction , it may cause. The
program allows students to attend
any campus in the CUNY system
after applying to the Campus
coordinator, who then assigns a
committee of three faculty
members who then send their
proposals back to the coordinator
to be judged for acceptance.
Patrolman-Mooney, who is the
Precinct's liaison with the College
admitted that the prospect of
going back to school had some of
the men concerned. The results of
the placement tests, however, put
those fears to rest. Of the fifty
officers who expressed interest in
the York program, over forty
placed into the English 101
Course, undoubtedly known to all
freshmen. This is a higher average
than that obtained by regular
incoming freshmen, over half of
whom require remediation in
reading and writing skills.
Patrolman Mooney was proud
of the results, but not really
surprised, unlike some members of
the English Department.
"Another stereotype shot down,"
was one instructor's comment
after evaluating several tests.
Patrolman Wrenn, Community
Relations officer for the precinct,
and himself working on his Phd...
called the program "fantastic"
and said that he had received
various inquiries from other
precincts who also thought highly
of the program.
photos by Antonio Velazquez
John Jay
New York City's Police Com-
missioner Patrick V. Murphy
recently indicated the necessity for
the higher education of patrolmen.
Acting on that challenge. John Jay
College of Criminal Justice has
instituted a series of college
courses to be taught in the 50th
precinct, 3101 Kingsbridge
Terrace in the Bronx. While John
Jay has long been the leader in
educating police and other
uniformed officers, this marks the
FIRST time in history that a police
precinct has been turned into a
classroom for a full college
program.
In this experimental project, a
wide range of courses was selected,
enabling the patrolman to get a
good broad-based sampling of
academic curricula. John Jay's
President, Donald H. Riddle,
notes that it has always been the
policy of the College to offer a
majority of liberal arts courses
coupled with specialized courses in
law, police science, and criminal
justice administration, and this
principle holds true for the courses
offered in the 50th Precinct.
While most of the students in
each class are members of the 50th
Precinct, there are also several
patrolmen from neighboring
precincts along with a few
"civilians." Each class has about
sixty students. Taking into ac-
count the rotating schedule of a
policeman, each course, in the
pattern of the college itself, will be
offered twice a day. Both sessions
will be taught by the same
professor and will cover the same
material. It is hoped that this will
allow a policeman to go directly
from his particular "beat" to his
classroom. All credits received for
the courses, which are taught by
the regular John Jay faculty, will
be applied toward the students'
college record.
The courses being taught this
semester are:
Introduction to Literature. The
course places emphasis on
techniques in analyzing and
understanding a wide range of
prose works. The course is aimed
at freshmen students who desire
preparation for required literature
courses.
American Government and
Democracy. A study of American
government, its institutions and
processes and political power, this
subject emphasizes the mechanics
of the system, who benefits (and
who does not), and to what extent
our government is democratic.
Introduction to Cultural An-
thropology.An introductory
course that will also include work
in physical anthropology and
archaeology as well as the cultural
aspects..
Police Organization and Ad-
ministration. The course revolves
around an examination of the
historical development and
present organization and ad-
ministration of police depart-
ments, and a consideration of the
principles of organization best
adapted to insure effective service
to the community. There will be an
evaluation of line, staff, and
auxiliary functions the
utilization of planning and




The Professional Staff Congress
today demanded a withdrawal of
the City University's opposition to
anti-discrimination provisions in
the new contract, in compliance
with the findings of the Chan-
cellor's Committee on the Status of
Women.
PSC President Belle Zeller and
Deputy President Israel Kugler
said that similar movement by the
Chancellor on class size ceilings
and the retention of increments
could help break the contract
impasse.
The Chancellor's Committee
reported yesterday the results of a
year-long study which showed that
women employees of CUNY are
the victims of widespread
discrimination in hiring,
promotion and salary deter-
mination.
The Committee recommended
that discrimination in employment
be prohibited by contract.
In contrast negotiations with the
Professional Staff Congress, which
are now in factfinding, the
University has rejected the
retention of a current contractual
prohibition of discrimination in
hiring practices.
The University has also rejected
the PSC demand that a search
committee be set up to develop a
talent pool of qualified women and
minority group members, to solicit
applicants for available positions
without setting up quotas or
practicing reverse discrimination.
The Chancellor's Committee
also recommended that "reasons
for a negative recommendation" in
personnel decisions be given and
be subject to review.
This corresponds to the PSC
demand that reasons be given for
the denial of reappointment,
tenure and promotion, and that j'
such decisions be subject to
grievance and binding arbitration.
Without such protection, the
union holds, a faculty member
judged excellent by his or her peers |
and students may be denied '
reappointment, tenure or
promotion for discriminatory
reasons that are never disclosed.
The University has rejected this
proposal.
The University has also opposed
a PSC demand, now endorsed by
the Chancellor's Committee, that
the salaries"of part-time personnel
be pro-rated on the basis of
fulltime workload.
The Committee found that a
"high proportion" of these em-
ployees are women.
mmmmmm^mmmmmm
There are presently four vacant seats which must be filled in the coming semester. The seats are a
Humanities-at-large and a Senate seat in the Social Science division. The Election Committee
requests interested persons to submit a nominating petition of 25 names as well as their name, ad-
dress, phone number and class & curriculum number. Students must have a 2.0 index and cannot be
entering freshmen. Deadline is February 22.
__ Telephone No
At Large f j
Student No.
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'I wonder if I could touch her thermos."
Science Building nears completion.
Freshmen Mob York Louni
"You mean...there's still been no reprieve from the Governor?"
"And on the left, you can see the Famous York College Johns."
"O.K., peas, 3/89 cents, corn, 5/S1."
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>rk Lounge after spotting sign.
" V "
\ ork students compete for the Annual Donald Duck Scholarship Award.
Now 'Nautilus' is 7-5 and if we wheel with 'Lady Chatterly'..."
"Gee Whiz, I didn't know they offered Bow-Tie Making 101."







is currently playing at the Village
Gate, located at Bleeker and
Thompson Streets. America's
most widely read humor magazine
has brought several talented
people together to produce a satire
on-stage, and although there are a
few weak spots in the first act, the
. revue is enjoyable, thanks to the
music, act two, and the per-
formers.
College students will most likely
enjoy Lemmings more than people
their parents' age since it satirizes
the 50's and 60's music and high
school days. Act One begins with a
song "Fluke Of The Universe,"
which tries to make problems we
may face seem trivial in com-
parison to other misfortunes. For
instance, when we are in distress
the singers suggest we think of the
Pueblo.
Graduation, the prom date, and
the yearbook are used as the
teenagers' main memories of high
school days, followed by a take-off
Book
of Jesus Christ Superstar, titled
Jackie Christ, with Christ as a
sick comedian who tells Henny
Youngman-type jokes and
eventually bombs out when he
plays the number one club in town.
Act Two consists of a take-off of
Woodstock and other festivals,
titled Woodchuck, and is
definitely the part o*f the revue
which makes Lemmings a success.
Woodchuck is complete with
satires on performing groups
(Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young,
Alice Cooper, and Joan Baez), a
speech from the farmer who owns
the land (he was offered a large
amount of money and he took the
backers for all he could), and
interrupting announcements ("We
have no food...remember that the
man next to you is your dinner" or
"we have another band here to
play..and ifyou don't like it, tough
shit.")
Without using any names,, the
cast satirized entertainers very well
by making use of traits that are
well-known. One sun-glassed
performer, who was in the
audience, shyly refused to come
on-stage, but jumped at the op-
portunity when money was flashed
before him. He came and played a
song, while accompanying himself
on guitar and harmonica. James
Taylor was portrayed as a blind
guitarist who, at the end of his
song, nods out.
Although the entire cast was
competent actors and musicians,
three did stand out; Alice Playten
(of marshmellow meatball
television commercials) doing an
imitation of Mick Jagger, Mary
Mitchell's portrayal of Joan Baez,
and John Belushi's Joe Cocker.
Belushi had the advantage of
physically looking like Cocker in
addition to his imitation of
Cocker's gestures while singing a
song about working for Muscular
Dystrophy.
Lemmings has extended its
engagement to April and two
national companies have been
established. If you do go to see
Lemmings, do yourself a favor and
get there early in order to get a
good seat.






Never before and never again
will true "Americana" be captured
in a novel. That is unless Jean
Shepherd, writes another book like
his recently released, "The Ferrari
In The Bedroom." More than just
a philosophical look at existence as
we know it "The Ferrari In The
Bedroom," provides a rare view of
the basic elements of America,
unknown to an Eastern urbanite
or Walter Cronkite.
Americana, can be defined (in
terms of this book) as all the parts
of American culture and society as
we have come to know it.
Shepherd, in his vicious humor,
punctures our insane obsessions
and raises some sad implications
of it that we will have to face in the
future. Will the Johnson & Smith
Catalogue, with its 2Q0 pages of
surrealistic practical jokes, squirt
rings, whoppee cushions, etc.
become the "Rosetta Stone of
American Culture"? And will we
be faced with a generation of
people like the character,
Abacrombie, a man with the
maniacal desire to own expensive
but useless junk, e.g., "automatic
electrically operated bait casting
reels", "transistorized radio
ironing boards" etc. Or will the
great role reversal of the sexes
bring us to the point where
tomorrow's man will be a woman?
Although the answers to these are
not found in the book, the author
raises some interesting
possibilities.
This book offers more than just
philosophical insight. It heavily
draws on the author's experiences,
and unchallenged storytelling
ability which may be known to
future generations as
"Shepherd ism."
No grizzled Manhattanite can
fail to wince with recognition as
Shepherd depicts the plight of the
average man living in Fun City. In
another segment he suggests the
creation of a militant organization
called "S.P.L.A.T., the Society for
the Prevention and Limitation of
Animal Turds." The militancy,
^ would include "organized nose
rubbing Action Squards" which
would "rub owners' noses in the
doggie doo-doo..." John Lindsay
are you listening?
A reader can't go away from this
book without a deeper view of
America.^Alaska is more than just
the coldest state in the union. It is
the land of the "Red Dog Saloon,"
and "Big League Drinkers."
Juneau, the capital, is a later day
answer to the poet Robert Service.
It is a place for sardonic wits; and
where people have been known to
have gun duels over parking
spaces.
Four hundred miles from the
Triboro Bridge lies "America's
Great Unknown State - Maine."
Shepherd does more than just
describe the scenery. He places the
reader there. Maine is the land of
by Hillary S. kalman
If America is to continue for
much longer, the group would be
wise to do an updated Monkees
trip, find themselves a television
series situated in L.A. and vicinity
and campaign for ecology, the
supernatural, or what-ever. For
America has little to offer
musically beyond what it has
stolen; namely the Crosby, Stills
and Nash harmonic formula of
three-part singing. Were it not for
the once-only phenomenon of "A
Horse with No Name," a striking
tidbit of surrealistic hokum ac-
centuated by Dewey Bunnell's
freakish imitation of Neil Young
and released at the exact moment
when Neil's mystique was at its
zenith, we would probably never
have heard of America.
The best that can be said for
America is that its brand of
bubblegum is better than average.
In addition to "Horse," their first
album contained two especially
engaging cuts-"Riverside" and "I
Need You"-both of them tuneful
and professionally executed.
Homecoming celebrates the
group's self-conscious return to
the States, a theme that is
blatantly advertised on the cover
and repeated in the songs. The
musical content of Homecoming is
similar to that of the forerunner:
wholesome, watered-down CSN &
Y with a tiny sprinkle of Bee Gees
("Till the Sun Comes Up Again")
and Grateful Dead ("Cornwall
Blank"). It's all slick because it
pleases and offends no one.
The outstanding cut is the hit
single "Ventura Highway," which
makes me think of p'avement in a
pleasantly romantic way. Neatly
harmonized, with a simple, driving
energy, it is ideal fare for cruising
down the highway. The second
best cut is the only song not
written by America, which is
"Head and Heart." This song is
classy enough to hold its own and
deserves to be the album's next
single. The rest of Homecoming is
blandly vivacious and not par-
ticularly memorable. If you are
looking for instrumental ex-
citement and vocal originality,
they are not here. The group's sole
performing strength is their
impeccable ensemble singing. An
american cheese sandwich, a glass
of milk, and America; wlio could
ask for less?
"'dark, rushing rivers" and people
who are "silent, tough, sardonic."
"Let's face it, if New York is the
natural home of majestic
pastrami, and it is, then Maine is
where ice cream really happens."
Maine is where the free wandering
moose has been known to come
out and attack cars driving on the
Turnpike.
Of course no book on America is
complete without some wry
portraits of the institutions which
are an integral part of our culture.
To have lived in America without
having read Shepherd's salute to
independent surveys and Ralph
Nader, the TV Fisherman,"
"Harolds Super Service," "The
Indy 500," "Lifetime Guarantee,"
the generation gap, Abercrombie
& Fitch, the American truck
driver, the television talk show or
slob art, is blasphemy.
Jean Shepherd's latest best
seller exemplifies America. It is to
be read and appreciated by people
of all ages. The "Ferrari In The
BedToom" by Jean Shepherd is





That the Beatles have had an
immense effect on both popular
music and the world in general has
never been debated or argued.
What is argued, in volume after
volume of biographies, accounts,
and critiques, is the cause for the
group's split. Though the breakup
was initially attributed to the
Beatles wives and the expanded
creative interests of Messrs.
Lennon, Harrison, Starr and
McCartney, more recent theories
point to business "rip-offs" arid a
financial disaster known as
"Apple."
The newest addition to the
plethora of works about the
Beatles is an insight into the
malfunctions of the Apple group
of companies. Entitled The
Longest Cocktail Party, (Playboy
Press) the book was written by a 28
year old American named Richard
DiLello, who for three years held
the position of "House Hippie" for
the London offices of Apple. Mr.
DiLello has divided the 140
episodes in the book into four
major sections, spanning the
planning, development, downfall
and present existence of Apple.
Rather than draw his own con-
clusions about the breakup,
author DiLello presents the facts
for the reader to ponder and
evaluate as he knew them.
Though DiLello's book is at-
tractively produced and in-
teresting, it has none of the
engrossing qualities of some of the
earlier. Beatle biographies. Most
notable of these was Hunter
Davies' 1968 authorized biography
entitled simply The Beatles
(McGraw-Hill). Though "candy
coated," in its treatment of the
"fab four" the Davies' biography
was well written, containing the
magnetic quality of good fiction.
Mr. Davies kept the interest high,
drawing the reader from chapter
to chapter until the last page had
been turned. Much of what ap-
pears in CocktailiParty has been
published previously in articles,
interviews, and other books.
Stiffest competition for the book
will probably be the recently
published Apple to the Core by
Peter McCabe and Robert D.
Schonfeld (Pocket Books). In
addition -to other shortcomings,
the much heralded discography in
Cocktail Party*, is one of the most
poorly researched and incomplete
ever compiled and published. The
author has totally disregarded the
vast number of Beatle records
released prior to their involvement
with Capitol Records. " .
Despite these shortcomings,-77*e
Longest Cocktail Party, does
present a brief but human insight
into the Beatles, and a highly
detailed portrait of their problems
and the hangers-on who finally
burst the bubble that seemed
inpenetratable for nearly ten years.
The Longest Cocktail Party is a
worthwhile book to pick up,
though at $8.95 a copy the reader
would do well to wait for the
inevitable (and less expensive)
paperback edition.,





Every year, students at this
college are asked to join in the
struggle to preserve free tuition.
And every year, we exhaust a
tremendous amount of time,
energy, and resources; and we
have won so far. But what have we
really won? When the battle is
over, we are simply back where we
started from, having achieved the
same level that we started with.
When are students going to begin
acting in a constructive offensive
way rather than remaining on the
defensive all the time?
The opportunity is now.
Students at this college are now
being asked to establish a program
far beyond any student movement
anywhere in the entire country. It
is simply called NY-PIRG, the
New York Public Interest
Research Group, an organization
created by thousands of students
willing to change society while
working within the system. NY-
PIRG is patterned after Ralph
Nader's consumer advocacy
groups with the purpose of in-
volving students as public citizens
concerned with issues that affect
each and every one of us. NY-
PIRG means a student-funded
and student-directed task force of
hired lawyers, scientists, engineers,
economists, and accountants- a
professional action team- working
with hundreds of student
researchers. A group that can deal
with unresponsive government
officials, abusive corporations, and
rip-off special interests. What will
NY-PIRG be involved in? Full-




transit and subway failures,
discrimination based on sex, race,
religion, ethnic backgrounds and
old age, pollution and destruction
of natural areas. Students
organized together with
professionals preparing dossiers
and reports and studies on public
interest issues, that affect the
entire community, and are not
solely-student oriented (like
tuition).
But where NY-PIRG differs
from any other student
organization in the past is that
NY-PIRG" doesn't stop with
research. If a company pollutes
our rivers; if an automobile repair
shop is ripping off the public; if an
employment agency engages in
discriminatory practices, the NY-
PIRG lawyers go to court, and
litigate, and sue in the name of the
public interest, and work to legally
prevent fraud and abuse of people.
The NY-PIRG economists monitor
the price guidelines to force
regulatory agencies into acting in
the public interest. The NY-PIRG
accountants file for disclosure of
financial records and look for
unethical accounting practices to
bring before State-Certified Public
Accountant associations. The NY-
PIRG engineers and scientists
present proposals to prevent
pollution and improve mass transit
before regulatory agencies and
commissions. And together with
the student researchers, NY-PIRG
distributes leaflets, handbooks,
publishes books, pushing and
prodding the newspapers, radio,
and television into maximum
awareness of student efforts to
work in the public interest
NY-PIRG is financed by a
registration assessment of two
dollars per term for each regularly
enrolled student at participating
colleges, universities, and com-
munity colleges. If students at this
college indicate their willingness to
support and become NY-PIRG
through an absolute majority of
petition signatures or referendum,
a refund mechanism will be
provided by NY-PIRG. Any
student who does not wish to
participate will receive a full
refund at the opening of each term
at a conveniently located office.
There you have it. Less than
eight cans of coke or your own task
force of student-professional
investigators. Less than three
packs of cigarettes per semester or
an opportunity to earn college
credit while working on problems
that affect each and every one of
us. For two dollars, the creation of
a living curriculum whereby
faculty and staff can work together
with students in challenging ef-
forts to change society.
The possibilities are
phenomenal. Imagine hundreds of
student researchers descending on
the New York City Subway system
and the Metropolitan Tran-
sportation Authority. NY-PIRG
combines the three elements
essential to an effective student
program; involvement in issues
which are dynamic and vital; an
organizational structure capable
of translating that motivation into
constructive action; and a
financial base whereby NY-PIRG
is solely responsible to students.
It's more than a dream. There are
now twenty-one PIRGs operating
throughout the country. There is
already a PIRG starting in
Syracuse. And right this moment,
the colleges in New York City are
organizing their individual
students to begin NY-PIRG.
Hunter. Queens. New York
University. York. Bronx Com-
munity. Queensboro Community.
And more.
With your help NY-PIRG will
become a reality at this college.
Systematic and organized efforts
to provide solutions to society's
problems will inspire the com-
munity to view students in a new
and totally different way. As we
work on public interest issues, the
students and the community will
become closer and our bonds will
strengthen. And when issues that
affect only students arise, i.e., free
tuition, legislators will also view
students in a different light; as
activists, as a force with com-
munity support and power. If you
believe that students are powerless
to act in an organized way, if you
believe that your education should
be entirely limited to lectures and
classwork, if you have become
permanently frustrated and
defeated, then perhaps NY-PIRG
is not for you. But if you haven't
given up yet, join the thousands of
students in the most dynamic




registration at York/Jan. 29 - 31),
pointed out many of our young
school's problems. Many
holdovers from last semester
(headaches, not students) were still
around. A bottom-heavy school
like York faces serious over-
crowding in some lower numbered
classes. For instance, Chemistry
120,in an optimum hour,l 0:00, was
packed with approximately fifty
students as students flocked into
the single session after finding Bio
110 closed out. Worse yet,
Chemistry 120 is given in Room
001 of the Main Building, which is
much too small. This one example
illustrates some serious troubles
facing York College. As an
outraged student bothered by an
over-populated environmental
class (120) and an un-educational
(70 to 100 students) Educational
Psychology course, I became
interested enough to find out who
was the cause of this mess and
what could be done to correct it
And worse, I haven't even begun to
deal with those "headaches" I so
ominously hinted at above.
First off, I discussed the
registration itself. Registrar
Milton Sussman spoke at length
about the people who arrived
several minutes ahead of time and
nervously milled around outside
the Registration Room, mur-
muring among themselves, "I
heard no one who's been in there
ever comes out the same." Picking
up the initial blue cards would
have been a much simpler process
if they'd stayed upstairs in the
library. Then, an art student wrote
Pandora a letter to question why
the classes she needs for her major
were being filled by non-majors,
which caused her to find them
closed out. I mentioned these in
my interview with Mr. Sussman,
but there seems to be a slim
chance that any action will result
from such quarters. As Milton
Sussman informed me, the school
is pulling in over 1,000 day
students each of the three
registration days. These special
requests would seriously impair
the machine's functioning. He
explained, "we're very
democratic."
Another suggestion is that we
use another day and, in fact, there
are plans underway, to add two
more of them. Unfortunately,
however, we'll be "running to
stand still," because York is still
expanding. Next fall's projected
figure, Mr. Sussman said, will be
around 5,000. This number is
extremely important because of
our high dropout rate. There are
only around 700 upperclassmen
(juniors and seniors) and the
situation doesn't look to improve
anytime soon.
When York was small, secure
and had no bay window, students
had meetings with the Registrar
who was a man they could see in
person. Lonely, frightened and
afraid, entering fresh-people (they
certainly were fresh!) awaited their
doom as the executioner, a man
named confusion, stood by. The
Registrar's office is preparing a
how-to booklet which, if it doesn't
outsell The Sensuous Senior, will
at least make it a lot easier for you
to register for Sex and Sexuality so
you can read the book. This
sounds like a good idea, as I
discovered most of my problems
last semester were due to inex-
perience. Now that I'm ex-
perienced, nothing short of total
breakdown can faze me. The
system actually makes sense after
awhile and once you reach the
hallowed ground (upper junior,
etc.), you'll actually grow to enjoy
it.
Now, about those filled lecture
halls and cramped basement
classes. Dr. Mary Beck, Chair-
woman of the Foreign Languages
Department, told me that pre-
registration plus a 2/3 extra
guesstimate is used to determine
each course indicated any interest
last semester. The instructor, Dr.
Peter Scheiner, explained that he
is teaching many more people than
had originally been expected. Dr.
Jack Schlein, who taught the Bio
110 environmental class last fall,
complained that he had a very
large 2:00 section and a normal
sized 4:00 one. Here, we find an
important part of the problem.
Many students work up to 30
hours a week and simply can't take
late afternoon classes. However,
Dr. Beck feels that the hour a class
is given plays too large a part in
student considerations. She ex-
pressed concern that people were
returning cards for classes which
they hadn't even bothered to
examine. It was merely "they had
a slot to fill," she noted.
Some solutions seem readily
available. Don't bother com-
plaining that Women in Education
(Ed 339) was cancelled last
semester if you didn't pre-register
for it. I can recall ^he
lackadaisacal attitude many
people took towards the seemingly
innocuous survey sheets. This
time, they'll be more careful. In
fact, if you weren't really certain
whether you might change your
mind on the summer classes,
maybe Dean Schoenberg would be
nice enough to provide crying
towels when your sudden desire to
graduate next term can't be
fulfilled. Plan your programs
ahead of time. If the class has been
a small one, mark it down because
Dr. Beck felt fortunate that
Swahili, which she lamented the
Collegiate Research & Advisory Service




Nation's Largest Catalogue Listing
Complete Educational Research
Material
Office Hours; Mon-Fri 9-5, Sat 10-4
Eveninqs Will Be Posted
department had never been able to
build up, is pretty much a bor-
derline case. I believe they were all
cancelled last fall.
Chemistry 120, Biology 110 and
the new Environmental Geology
class exist for the benefit of those
students who dread taking Physics
or Math. Serious philosophical
changes are required to maintain,
them. More sections can evolve if
high survey tallies indicate that
such an interest exists. It is in-
considerate and selfish for
students to flood the early day
classes (9-2). Discipline lapses in
such a situation. People have
described instances of cheating
that arose from lack of control
during tests. It was simply an
impossible situation. Dr. Merrith
Hockmeyer, who is saddled by
large Ed 201 classes, faces ad-
ditional problems. He has a weak
voice and has thus been forced to
adopt stricter policies on
classroom disruption. Lecture hall
sections often become divided by a
demarcation line six or seven rows
back. People in the back become
isolated from those in the front
and lose interest.
Despite these growing pains,
Registrar Sussman seemed op-
timistic. The small night-school
registration, he said, was mainly
due to the fact that it wasn't
oriented enough towards older
students. They llad expected
mostly young high school
graduates and instead found
themselves faced with people
seeking advanced level classes. He
also noted York's student to
faculty ratios and average course
sizes were still very good.
Moreover, over-crowding did not
occur in the foreign language
section, where Ms. Beck was
practically begging for upper level
people, or in the English depart-
ment. From a brief (we were both
rushing) meeting with Chairman
Cooper, I learned the English
sections have strict limits which
they refuse to break. Those very
seductive electives are still fair
game throughout the school, also.
Salvation may be a long time at
York, but then, Santa Claus only •
comes once a year. If present
student attitudes towards
registration and pre-registration
continue, I don't know where we'll
put all the new bodies. Perhaps
Zero Population Growth has the
right idea, if only to forestall
someone's making A Modest
Proposal that we eat the freshmen.
through Thurs. 9 A.H
Friday 9A.M. to 5P.M.
Library Flyer Available
Howe fid tent in BtifttUMHul, Queem. Lwq-t&wt
hwsi pipetted. £,web} midwiid KeigkbtluMul
wMkiii uta£iwuj dwfaKce ie sututay, scltads awd
maikeiinq. Fifteen minute- uiadfe U tjatk C&££ege. a
FOJIA leiimm, I tatta, tuod&w kttckw, dtappUawotM
catpetmg, dtupw. Fittidked liadeweitl, QWiaqu attd paiU.
*450 p&i Muwtk. Avaikbh Uwitk lot. AX 7-7291. |
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GRAFOOTIE
Risque: Happy Birthday!! How are
we going to celebrate our bir-





We'll miss you even more since
we're one poopsie short except for
Adele who is always short.
To all those in Geology llOF-Ha
Ha Ha! I passed!! Joey B. Raskin.
Now, if I could only get rid of these
rocks...
EliseffRemember, I was the one
who put the grafootie in about you
last year. (First anniversary). Now,
why have you disappeared? Just
wondering.
Babe—you Kwazee! But toot, toot
on you! Love, The Jewish Cowboy.
It's a long, long road. Help me
help myself. Long live JAL. John.
Good luck to all you poor people
who got stuck with a few beauts at
registration.
Notice: Anyone wishing to join the
Outdoor Club, go to room 205 at
Archer Avenue during club hours.
AH you need is seven wrinkled
flannel shirts, seven pairs of moldy
blue jeans, one pair of torn
sneakers, one pair of corroded
boots and to smell like a lumber-
jack.
There is no truth to the rumor that
the SPC will be showing Deep
Throat next Wednesday. Flo stole
the film for herself. (Similar
problem?)
Dear Flo; I typed up your
grafootie. Now you'll have to go
put with me as part of our
agreement. I'll pick you up at
eight. Love and kisses, Eddie.
Reno: I didn't write that, so please
don't threaten me. Moccasin
D'Mafiosa.
Did Risque do her thing?
Good luck to those who are taking
History 103.
In speaking about P.B., Dean




a cute little devil. Got to move on, Neal? Huh?
Lonely? So am I.
To all graduates of Springfield
Gardens High School: Polatnick
may be leaving! We were too early!
To the Raven. We miss your face,
we miss your beard, we miss your
body, we miss your column, we
To Friday night's Metro crew: miss your "huhs", we miss the
From now on let's bring our own good time. We miss your singing
table for fourteen. too.
Jimmy: Didn't you go to Van
Buren and you used to take
pictures? ~
Rumor has it that Risque has
recovered from her excess soda
drinking at the Metro. Too bad it
wasn't in a bottle since the Greek
is collecting bottles for his
homemade brew.
Flash finally got his interview with
Yoko. Now-he's really made the
big "Times."
Hillary: Get your hips moving and
jog on over. We might share a
corned beef sandwich with Sam
and remember the good old days
when we had the infamous zipper
typewriter. Moccasins.
To the Outhouse...er, Outdoor
Club: You can buy Blue Cross at
group rates. You'll need it! After
our football gave you'll look like
something out of "The Last House
on the Left." Signed, Doug's
Hitters, also known as the PB
staff.
I'm innocent again. MD'M.
Submit your grafootie in the
Grafootie bag on the bulletin
board near the guards' desk or the
one that will be down in the Steve B: How do you like your
cafeterial when late registration is bath?—Sangria or Mateus?
over.
Fred and Ed eat peanut butter
Send $53 and help send a boy or sandwiches!
girl to camp.
Room 14 has a Munchkin door.
Paul—Hope our dreams come
true. Karen and Eilene.
Alllan Katzzz, Spell caucus!
Neal H.: Have your ripped,
bleeding lips healed yet?
Steve
yet?
-Did you find that bathtub
York College is really a front for
Sesame Street dropouts.
There will be a Gabe-Roast at 8:30
sharp! AH interested persons meet
at the main fireplace; bring your
own knives.
Shelly G: That's the first time I
ever saw you shoot across a room
so fast! Did you see a ghost or
something.
A moment of silence for those 7
sould whose brains fell out in room
14 on Feb. 3.
To J and J: Stop hacking us!!!
Love, K and M. •
Abey and Shelly: What was that
funny smell coming from room 5.
If Eric Clapton is god, what does
that make Ginger Baker?
Tony: "Hello. Telephone room."
Joan B: Does Andy sit down in
your class?
Someone spilled some chemicals
on Archer Avenue during a Chem
experiment and look what hap-
pened.
Lily: When are you going to write?
Midnight is having a nervous
breakdown waiting for your letter.
Hill: How about starting a 17 3/4
contest and we can be the judges.
You'll never know unless you try
things out. Why not. You may be
happier than you've ever been
since, after all, not everything in
this world has to be "the perfect"
one.
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I Independent Black Organization at
York Coilege presents a dance
Message From The Talking
Book
February 16 9PM to 3AM
Humanities building
$1.50 advance $2.00 door






COLLEGE SENIORS ARE ADVISED
TO POLISH UP THEIR RESUM ES
The most important link between you and a potential employer is your
resume. The type of information you present is often the determining
factor in whether an initial interview will even take place. This is par-
ticularly true now. when jobs are scarce and competition is strong.
This can be especially discouraging to recent college graduates. Years
ago, company representatives used to visit campuses in an attempt to
"woo" seniors with the advantages of their respective firms. However, the
situation has since changed. "Companies are most selective in hiring for
entry-level positions, particularly in filling the few vacancies that exist in
formalized management training programs," notes David N. Klot. Mr.
Klot is President of Professional Resumes, Inc., a firm that specializes in
the preparation and printing of resumes.
Mr. Klot recommends the following tips to consider when preparing a
resume: '
1) Emphasize those points that make you "outstanding." ;
2) Keep the presentation brief (1-page maximum for a recent
graduate), and be sure it is typographically correct and easy to read.
3) Let a "third party" review the contents for objectivity, and request
either suggestions or improvements. Very often the "subjective" ap-
proach includes unimportant details, plays up weak points, or omits
strong ones.
NEW LOUNGE OPENED
The lounge adjacent to the cafeteria in the basement of the
Humanities Building is now open for people to use.
JUKE BOX JURY
You asked for a jukebox - And you
got it! Now, if you want to keep
it - STOP CUTTING THE WIRE!!!!
The S.P.C.
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Join Yearbook '73 now! Contact Harriet
Vines (Montgomery Ward Building, 3rd floor -
telephone number 969-4047) Help needed in
copy, layout, photography and graphics.
No experience needed.
by Andrew Gobioff
On the evening of Wednesday,
December 20, 1972, the York
College Chorus appeared in a
performance with the Fordham
University Chorale in Fordham's
annual Winter Concert at Lpncoln
Center. Together, they sang
"Judas Maccabeus", an oratorio
byG.F. Handel. Five soloists from
the Fordham University Chorale
were featured. Backing up the
choral groups was an orchestra
that featured a harpsichordist.
The concert was held inside the
Generoso Pope Auditorium of
Lincoln Center.
From the very first moment the
atmosphere of the entire
auditorium glittered with ex-
citement, as an overflowing crowd
filled up the auditorium. The
soloists, singing arias and
recitatives seemed to bridge the
gap from one choral performance
to another beautifully. The
audience reaction was extremely
favorable, largely because the
music and the choruses from York
and Fordham carried a certain
power, a certain appeal, that the
audience clung to. It is commonly
agreed upon that the singers were
at their best during "We Come,
We Come, in Bright Array," and
that during "Sing Unto God,"
their most beautiful performance,
they reached a peak of excellence.
During these' two performances,
the music seemed to float away on
(he air. and linger off somewhere
in the distance, and then return,
even more powerful than before.
The inevitable result of this was
that the audience was affected by
the music that they were hearing
and the anticipation of the music
that they were about to hear. After
each performance, the audience
went wild with joy, totally wrapped
up in the music and in their en-
thusiasm of the singers for it.
The York College Chorus was
coordinated with the Fordham
University Chorale through the
genius of Mr. David Labovitz, who
conducted them together on this
occasion. The magnificent job of
conducting that Mr. Labovitz did
that night shares the responsibility
with the singers (and musicians)
for overwhelming success of the
event. Both groups are looking
forward to working with him at the
next concert.
Another fine aspect of this event
was the cooperation between York
and Fordham, two groups who had
never met before. It was reported
that as soon as the first members
of the Tenor Section of the York
College Chorus, walked into the
auditorium, there were members
of the Tenor Section of the For-
dham University Chorale on hand
to greet and welcome them. York
was happy to accept their in-
vitation and sing with them for
them event. This was the second
time that a York College Chorus,
(the first having been York's
Gospel Chorus) has sung off-
campus.
As previously mentioned, there
will be another such concert-in the
near future. It will be held at
Grace Church at' three p.m. on
Sunday. This will be the Winter
Concert of the York College
Chorus and this time it will be they
who will host the Fordham
University Chorale, who have been
gracious enough to agree to come
and assist York with their concert.
The church is located at Jamaica
Avenue, just west of Parsons
Boulevard.
REGAL NOTES
UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
We're new and we're the bigest! Thousands of
topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthro-
pology, Art, Bfack Studies, Ecology, Eco-
nomics, Education, Hi story, Law, Music,
Philosophy, Pol i t ical Science, Psychology,
Religion, Science, Sociology and Urban Prob-
lems. Send $2 for your catalog of topics avail-
a b l e - REGAL NOTES
3160 " 0 " Street, N.W.














Always over 700 people at
every mixer
CONCERT
The S.P.C. is planning another concert for the spring. In order that we might better serve the
student body, we are asking your opinion before booking the concert. Needless to say we are
limited in funds. The following groups fall into our price range. Please remember that each
group is subject to their availability and that prices are constantly changing.
NAME S.SJ
Check 3 of the flollowing artists you would Jike here at York in concert.












PLEASE DEPOSIT BALLOT BEFORE WEDNESDAY* FEBRUARY 19th, 1973 IN BOX
AT THE GUARDS DESK OR IN THE S.P.C. OFFICE—ROOM 126 (BOTH IN THE MAIN
BUILDING)
ONLY ONE BALLOT PER PERSON, PLEASE!
BALLOT WILL NOT BE VALID UNLESS NAME & S.S. # ARE INCLUDED!
Thank you for your cooperation.
THE S.P.C.
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York Edges Cathedral,
42-41; 2nd Win of Year
Hail, Hai
by Ray Harley
Feb. 7--It was either the Bard or
Hugh Downs who once said "May
all your Hillcrests be happy ones."
Coach Bailin's Boys must have
taken that saying to heart; they
won their second game of the
season there tonight, edging
Cathedral College by the
miniscule score of 42-41.
Out of the three games played at
Hillcrest High School, the Nomads
have won two out of three, but
unfortunately their record shows
us that out of 13 games, these are
the only two that they've won. An
interesting situation: Nomads that
don't like the road.
The thing about this game,
though, was that when the Yorkies
want to play defense, they can, and
that goes double for Charlie
Mardis and Lou Karis. These two
put aside their offensive tools they
have been using so effectively, and
played a sensational defensive
game. Mardis was all over the
place, blocking shots, stealing the
ball, and generally rattling the
opposition. He put the game into
Bailin's pocket with about four
seconds to go. He was York's man
for a jump ball underneath the
Cathedral basket, with the' score
42-41. He got the jump on the
other guy, and knocked the ball
downcourt and Cathedral along
with it. Although Karis fouled out
about halfway through the 2nd
half, he dominated the boards and
whoever was guarding him. Maybe
they were afraid of his beginners
beard.
The small amount of scoring that
York did accomplish was done by
Karis with 14 points and Charlie
Mardis with 12. Ed Gonerra had
10, but he would have had a few
more if he a) learned how to pass,
and b) stopped trying to do a
continual impression of Pete
Maravitch. The angles of some of
his shots had to be seen to be
believed (and if he had made half
of them, I would have believed
them).
Cathedral was not too im-
pressive; their highest scorers,
Nick O'Connor and Bill Moloney
had 10 points each. The story was
that in the second half the team
played York to a standstill, as each
team scored 26 points. That's
right, friends; the score at halftime
was York 16, Cathedral 15. If the
building had collapsed at halftime,
it wouldn't have made too much
difference. It was a rough game,
though, and for one who had seen
both the bad loss to Lehman and
this win, it was like seeing two
different York squads.
The difference was that this
time the Nomads had their mother
hen with them. Coach Bailin was
there tonight, cue cards and all.
He did his recurring impression of
the Screaming Skull tonight and it
seemed to have worked. He even
had a technical foul called on him
when he questioned a referee's
decision, and also questioned the
referee's parentage, eyesight, and
by Ray Harley
January 31—Saving all of their
fight for the post-game gripe
sessions, the Nomads took it easy
tonight and lost by the sad score of
90-55.
On most losing teams, there is a
certain amount of dissention, and
it seems that York is no exception.
Part of the grumbling stems from
the opening lineup in tonight's
game. It had been determined in a
practice session (a few days before
the game) that the opening lineup
would consist of Bruce Freiman,
Norris Bertrand, Alton Gibson,
Larry Poole and Terry Gill. One of
the players told me that one of the
team managers had called him
and had said that this was the
lineup that would be played. The
night of the game, it seems, one of
the regular players went to the
team manager and said words to
the effect of "no way, fella," and
the lineup magically reverted to
the set five of Louie Karis, Ed
Gonerra, Charlie Mardis, Fran
Solorzano, and Terry Gill. You
can believe that this leads to some
warm team relationships.
You've probably noticed that
I've refrained from talking about
the game (if you looked at the
score, you know why). You didn't
even have to look at the Scoreboard
to know the tally; you could've cut
the silence over the York bench
with a salami sandwich. There was
cause to cheer, however. Charlie
Mardis was hitting from all over
the court, but unfortunately, he
hath not yet been taught to path.
Louie Karis didn't put on his usual
scoring exhibition, Larry Miller
wasn't even there to put on a
uniform, most of the team didn't
put out; ergo, not much was put on
the Scoreboard.
Coach Stu Bailin wasn't at the
game for personal reasons, and it
seemed that the man in charge was
team manager Charlie Holman.
Now according to one of the York
players, Bailin has made up over
12 offensive plays, but Charlie saw
fit to call out the numbers only
once or twice during the first half.
He improved on his performance
in the second half, but maybe he
should have shut his mouth as
Lehman outscored the Nomads,
55-33.
In the locker room after the
game, the two factions of the team
grumbled to anyone within range
about how the other guys weren't
playing for THE TEAM. What
was interesting to note about all
the whining was that each group
accused the other of the same
offense. Example: Me: "What
happened out there?"
Player: "Ah, shit, man, I'm out
there playing the zone, I look
around and those suckers are
playing man to man."
I asked one of the team hangers-
on if Coach Bailin knew about this
state of affairs. He said that he
did, and had reprimanded the
offending parties a few times; it
seems that the Coach's warning
works for a while, but soon the bad
boys fall back into the same old
habits. Considering that the
team's record is now 1 and 11, the
fall has been pretty far.
Neither of the two factions has
yet charged the other in a face-to-
face confrontation. I hope that
they realize that's what they need
the most.
a few other things. Let's hope that
he never takes sick in the middle of
the season; the players probably
couldn't find their way to the
court.
DRIBBLES: Charlie Mardis has a
great future as a quarterback. In
the second half, he unloaded a
bomb from underneath the
Cathedral basket, and used the
ball to give a rabbit punch to
Cathedral player Chris Ronan,
who had made his way to the York











































































While dashing through the
darkness after one of the Nomad's
basketball games, I ambled to the
back of the bus and struck up a
conversation with some of the
sweet young things that make up
the York Cheerleader Squad. Now
you may ask yourself, say, buck,
why did you not converse with
some of the players. Well, I say, for
one thing, the cheerleaders are
prettier.
The first thing that was made
clear to me was that on penalty of
violence and sudden death, I had
better mention that the captain of
the squad is Yvetter Samuels.
Consider her mentioned. The three
lovelies that I spoke to were Sherry
Smith, Beverly Session, and Linda
Sebastion. In between discussions
of splits, cartwheels, and other
things that delight the feminine
heart, I got their opinions of the
squad and the vital statistics (the
squads, that is).
The club practices in the dance
studio at the Hillside Jewish
Center on Mondays and Wed-
nesdays from 11-2 and 12-1,
respectively; practice is also held
on Tuesday from 12-2 in Room
113 in the Montgomery Ward
building. Now, you can't walk
right in and be accepted. In order
to be welcomed with open arms,
you have to be breathing, and you
must be able to do a few fun-
damentals, such as a cartwheel
and a split. (The club isn't limited
to Women; in fact, the club was
actively seeking a few make
members. If a few fellows did join,
I was told that the squad would be
able to perform a few more in-
tricate routines. Without a
member of the stronger sex, the
girls have been forced to stick to
the "I don't know but I've been
told, that York boys are made of
gold" sort of thing. Yawn.
I asked that since the Nomads
have been something less than
successful this season, does not
affect the way you perform? They
admitted that it did take an edge
off of their performance, but the
girls told me that they tried to go
to each game with an open mind.
After watching them perform
during alternative time-outs. I
haven't noticed them lacking any
kind of edge. The only real
criticism I have is that there don't
seem to be enough girls. I was told
that this is because some of the
cheerleaders have to travel from
Brooklyn and the Bronx. Seeing as
how some of the games are played
in such exotic places as Westbury
and Southampton, it's a logical
excuse.
It's the love of basketball that
makes these girls come out, not
exercise. When I questioned this, I
was told that the only physical
thing that happens is a sore throat.
Which is not exactly the ultimate
reward.
So if you are so inclined, either
contact Miss Nancy Lauster at the
Hillside Center or meander into
one of the practice sessions. If you
are not so inclined, at least come
out to one of the games and see
what you're missing.
Dissension Stifles Nomads Nomads Drop, 80-60
by Jim Ryan
February: In the recent NHL
All-Star game there was less body
checking than there was in the
latest laceration on the Nomad
schedule. In losing by the score of
80-60, they received a very good,
long lasting taste of a bitter defeat.
It was bitter because it was a fight.
Newark played a very physical
game. When a body hit the ground
or when someone really got
bumped we expected to hear a
whistle. The referees never seemed
to see what was going on.
The first half was very close.
Newark and York were able to
commit an equal number of errors.
With the score at half time an
incredibly low 27 - 26, in favor of
Newark, it was a period comprised
of slid run-run style basketball.
Impossible as it may seem at first
glance, the score was indicative of
an additional factor other than
sloppy play. There was a great deal
of passing. Passing may have been
one of the key problems. The
Nomads did very little driving.
Long bombs, corner shots and free
throws were mainly the com-
position of York's 60 pts. Too
often there would be a long shot
taken without a man under the
boards.
Things weren't all that. bad.
Newark was a dis-organized squad
and was lucky to have gone home
at all, let alone with a victory. The
only reason they possibly had for
winning was that they happened to
be in the right place at the right
Louis Karis pops one in.
time. Their kind of game was a penetrate
type that kept everyone interested.
They didn't show much in the way
of talent, but plenty in the way of
"bush" basketball.
For the Nomads,. Lou Karis led
the way in scoring with eighteen.
Charlie Mardis was good for
twelve and Bruce Freiman hit for
eleven. Free throws accounted for
eight Nomad pts.
The appearance of the game
gave one the impression that Mr.
Bailin was using a good plan. As is
the case with the N.Y. Knicks. the
Nomads got the ball to the open
man. Lou Karis was best able to
and translate pass
reception into point value. It was
good to see Ed Gonera giving some
added height as well as eight pts.
to the offensive thrust of the
Nomad alignment.
This season is almost drawing to
a close. The team is young and this,
year was more of an initiation for
the squad. Next year the Nomads
should be a very "together" team.
For that reason alone you should
wait until next season. The players
have spirit and the coach has the
knowledge ,to put it all together.
With a little more practice, it will
be easy to work as a single unit.
